South Texas Pedagogy consortium (STePc)

November 11
3:30 pm - 5:30 pm
7615 Kennedy Hill, San Antonio, TX 78235
BUILDING 4

Hosted by
University of the Incarnate Word
School of Medicine

Purpose: To enhance and provide training in pedagogic practices in science education for San Antonio and South Texas area institutions.

Activities and Goals:
• Encourage excellence in university-level teacher training
• Assist postdoctoral research fellows who seek teaching and research opportunities at local colleges and universities

Please join us for collaborative conversations to discuss launching initiatives and developing opportunities.

Location:
UIW-SOM, Building 4, 7615 Kennedy Hill,
San Antonio, TX 78235
Park: In the circle lot by building 4.

For More Information:
Please contact:
Dr. Jonathan King, Trinity University
jking@trinity.edu

Event Registration Link